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Originally designed for dry and tired skins, the Revitalising Cream 
of Propolia® is the perfect nourishing care for your daily regimen. 
The unique combination of Beehive products with moisturising 
Aloe and the richness in vitamin E of the Grape Seed Oil gives the 
skin day after day vitality and softness.

Main ingredients: SWEET ALMOND OIL, BEESWAX, GRAPE SEED OIL, 
OILY EXTRACT OF POLLEN, ROYAL JELLY, ALOE VERA
50 ml jar container - for mature skin types

REVITALISING CREAM
Les arcanes de la Reine®

Ref: CRREVIT

Every woman is unique. Our cosmetics demonstrate our 
commitment to meet the needs of each of you, always for 
the sake of your well-being and personal satisfaction. And 
so specific care at Propolia® is therefore a combination of 
nature with targeted active ingredients!

Save your life! Save your skin!

Specific Skin 
Care

In just one move the roll-on «Esquisse du Regard», activates the 
microcirculation of the eye contours while releasing a feeling of 
freshness provided by its cool stainless-steel applicator ball. Its fine 
texture quickly penetrates the skin.

   For the first time with Propolia®, discover the exclusive combination 
of Caffeine and Horse Chestnut with decongesting effects and the 
Cornflower and antioxidant Royal Jelly which work on the appearance 
of dark circles, to rejuvenate the eyes and enhance youth and vitality.

Main ingredients: FRESH ROYAL JELLY, HORSE CHESTNUT, GREEN 
CAFFEINE, FLORAL WATERS OF WITCH HAZEL AND CORNFLOWER, , 
HYALURONIC ACID, BEECH TREE BUD EXTRACT
15 ml roll-on applicator

EYE-CONTOUR ROLL-ON 
Esquisse du regard®

Ref: ROLLCONYEUX

A lightly scented pleasant lipstick of Propolia® to be carried 
anywhere with you!

With its 100% natural formulation and extreme richness, the Lip 
Balm is a real reparative lip care product thanks to the nourishing 
Shea Butter associated with Propolis. Non-greasy, it gives the lips 
suppleness while releasing the sweet fragrances of the hive.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, SHEA BUTTER, BEESWAX, OIL OF 
COCONUT AND APRICOT KERNEL
4g lipstick

LIP CARE STICK
Give dry lips a break 

Ref:  STICKPROP

Wrinkles, fine lines and 
crow’s feet reduced 

Eye contours look 
younger

Eyes look less tired 

** Test carried out with a panel of 10 people (of 
whom 8 had wrinkles and little wrinkles) for 
28 days. The percentage expresses their level of 
satisfaction.

For whom ? How ?
Two to three roll motions in the 
morning on the eye contour (from 
the outer to the inner part of the 
eyes) and then let it penetrate while 
patting lightly.

For those whose eye contour 
needs a little boost every 
morning from a gentle care 
product targeting dark rings and 
wrinkles.

For whom ? How ?
Apply a dollop on the face and delicately 
massage from nose to cheeks and finish 
off with neckline and cleavage.

For women whose mature skin 
needs an adapted rich texture 
and who like very floral scents.

For whom ?
For people with very dry or damaged lip-skin and needing a lipstick rich in 
reparative properties.

“Very good application, cooling effect. My little wrinkles have clearly diminished in no 
time”  Review of a customer on our Eye Contour

“I always have damaged lips. I saw the results very quickly: Less chapped & dead skin, nice, softer 
and suppler lips”  Aline, a blog writer ‘au naturel’,  said about our Lipstick

Dermatologically tested ** 

ORGANIC 
INGREDIENTS
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This skin care product is 100% made in-house. It concentrates the 
best-known natural anti-aging ingredients. 

It penetrates rapidly thanks to its exceptionally thin texture. 
Composed of more than 80% of organic ingredients, the serum 
releases its full action on the skin and all in an airless bottle, to 
avoid any waste.

Main ingredients: FRESH ROYAL JELLY, FLEUR-DE-LYS, ROSA 
CANINA (DOG-ROSE), CENTELLA ASIATICA, BEECH BUD EXTRACTS, 
HYALURONIC ACID, VEGETABLE SQUALANE
30 ml airless pump-bottle 

REVITALISING SERUM 
Prodige de l’esthète

Ref: SERUMREDYN

For women seeking a daily vitalising skin care, targeting 
early wrinkles or simply for better comfort.

For whom ?
Use on clean skin before your daily cream. Apply 
a few dollops of the serum to your forehead, 
cheeks and chin. Gently massage your face to 
work it in. Use for 28 days to match the natural 
renewal cycle of your skin cells.

How ?

The revitalising serum leaves 

the skin more 

supple and 

softer 100 %
While applied, the serum does 

not leave the 

skin greasy or 

shiny 100 %

After 4 weeks, the skin is re-

plumped, wrinkles 

and fine lines are 

reduced 90 %
Concerned about our consumers’ reviews and the product efficacy, we asked 10 consumers, 

aged from 40 to 66, to test the product before launching it on the market. For 4 full weeks, 

the women rated their serum satisfaction daily before returning these results to speak for 

themselves:

As you use our products on a daily 
basis, you are in the best position to 
assess their evolution, ergonomics, 
weaknesses etc. Our role as a 
manufacturer is not only to offer 
you products but it is also to offer 
you better products.

This requires the active participation 
of our clients in the development 
of some of our products:  from 
the expression of a need to the 
validation of a perfume, taste, or 
texture. For these products, you are 
the judges of our creations before 
they are launched on the market.

Therefore if you receive one of our 
e-mails looking to find volunteers to 
test new products, please don’t just 
put it in the trash. Rather see it as 
an opportunity to be involved in the 
process of creation of products that 
suit you.

Your feedback is important!
Even if the product is already on 
the market, do not forget us! We 
are always listening to you, and 
since 1979, many products from the 
Propolia® range have been improved 
thanks to your comments and the 
flexibility of our small production 
lines (many lines are not produced 
in quantities bigger than 150 units 
per month!) .

  And of course, if you like our 
products, do not hesitate to let us 
know: we are also very fond of and 
appreciate your compliments! Our 
comments guestbook on the website 
propolia.com is here for this very 
purpose. We can only look forward 
with eager anticipation to your “nice 
words”...

Tested by consumers
REVITALISING SERUM

“Propolia offers an excellent serum. It proves that an organic serum can be much more effective 
than any conventional ones from reputed brands.”  Blog ‘Forty Beauty’ wrote about the Revitalising 
Serum

ANY REVIEW MENTIONED 
IN THIS CATALOGUE 

 IS GIVEN BY REAL
CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS.

The product leaves my skin 

firmer, brighter, 

younger 8/10


